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LLOYD, limothy C. andPatrick B. MSJLLEN Lake Erie Fishermen: Work Identify, and Tradition. 
Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1990. xxv+185 pp., preface, map, 105 photographs, 
glossary, bibliography, index, $19.95. 

Through the presentation of a body of fishermen's stories, Lake Erie Fishemen conveys a visceral 
sense of the eastern Great Lakes commercial fisheries, while providing insights regarding personal 
experience narrative, the expression of OccupationaJ identity, and the evaluation of o c c d o n a l  
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In 1983, limothy C. Lloyd and Patrick B. Mullen began interviewing western Lake Erie 
commercial fishing people about their work. Perceived as 'sympathetic and interested repre- 
sentatives of the outside world ... and thus a means for the fisherman to communicate his point of 
view to that world,' they struck a responsive nerve (p. 172). Through 1985 they listened carefully 
to the way that active and retired fishers, trap-netters, seiners, and gill-neners, fish house workers, 
and on a couple of occasions, fishermen's wives, talked about their work. They succeeded in 
reaching 'all areas of the western lake (Toledo to Vemillionj and all parts of the occupation ... fis- 
hermen at all chronological stages ... and levels of work ...' (p. xiij. 

When Mullen and Lloyd first started out, they fished for a range of traditional expressions, but 
as their fieldwork progressed they found themselves persistently nettine, one soecies: Dersonal - . ~~ ~ 

i'ilrricn:" n.urdLi\e\ I ~ ~ ~ : . I V C ~ .  they 1lcXiC~d ha, 'A fihhcnlldn Islkin? ~h.,ul hi, u,lrk rcnX tu 
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161). Through their stories, the fishermen additionally explained the nature of their work on Lake 
Erie, past and present, and told what they thought of their work - what they liked about it, what 
abilities and qualities it took to do the job and do it well, and how their way of making a living is 
threatened by public misperceptions, government regulations, and competition with others for fish 
and the lake. So doggedly did the fishermen tell personal experience narratives and, within them, 
convey shared values and attitudes, that Lloyd and Mullen saw the stories as 'a significant element 
in their traditional lives,' instrumental in passing on traditional knowledge and in shaping and 
expressing occupational identity (p. xxv, 2,161, 164, 173). 

In Lake Erre Fishermen Mullen and Lloyd present well over 100 of these narratives, from 18 
of the 35 people they encountered on boats, at fish houses, and at home. They organized the 
narratives, and the book, partly according to the main themes that recurred in the stories, feeline 
t h ~ t  the c t ~ i  aii'goncr III:~ periciscJ u : re~It~u.  I,) th: neiv? d i i~n i t i~>m ,en"<, ti<h:rlnr,n would 
nukc , '  p. ui,. Thu% thcy gr,lu[h.J thc \r.>rici in ;haplcrl nb~ut w u i k t : ~ l ~ d u c  mJ.uslt,ltl. [he ".&I. . - ~ ~  r---. local characters, hazards, stereotypes and in-proup identity, and ndnfiic& with the public, game 
wardens, sportsfishers, andpleasure boaters. The volume is not the traditional ordered and annotated 
collection of key personal experience narratives, however. Rather, Lloyd and Mullenhave skillfully 
interlaced the stories with commentary that interprets them within the thematic and analytic frame 
of each chapter and provides relevant contextual and hiographicd information about the tellers. 
While each chapter is relatively self-contained, all drive at the same basic point - how the fishers' 
personal experience stories express occupational identity as well as a multiplicity of subordinate 
individual and group identities. Because the contents of each chapter are of interest from a number 
of analytic and thematic perspectives, I have chosen to summarize them in some detail below. 

The briefpreface swiftly coversthe pair's fieidworkmethodsandhandily summarizesthe bodies 
of scholarship from which they draw. while furnishing good photos of the people whose stories 

they present in the volume. For readers not fascinated by the intricacies of fisheries biology, 
economics, politics, andtechnology, MuIlenandLloydoffer a tersesynopsisofwntemporary Lak 
Erie commercial fishing and its history, in their Tntrcduction. Similarly in the first part 0 

following chapter, they compress descriptions of the three c m n t  types of commercial fi 
techniques into four pages of text surrounding 46 pages of 90 photographs of fishing b 
equipment, locations, and men at work, mostly in modern times. 

Respectfully, Lloyd and Mullen begin the presentation of fisher stories in the first 
ones that stress the intelligence, dexterity, strength, and hard work required to do a gwd job. The 
narratives reveal aspects of the fishing process that fishers consider most important: designing, 
making, mending, and setting nets, navigating, locating fish, and predicting the weather. Notably 
they confimtheobservationalacuity that issocommon to professional fisherselsewhere: the ability 
to judge distances and see minute details across vast stretches of water, to evaluate and know the 
lake bottom, and to interpret the behavior of water, wind, fish, and birds. Moreover, the stories 
affirm the goodjudgment, pragmatism, and aesthetics that fishers must exercise, and the pride they 
take in a job well done. Importantly, Mullen and Lloyd observe that even in this occupation that 
seems so removed from an artistic arena, art is integral to the job. Fishers do work 'better than it 
needs to be done' in response to: 

... the deeper human need lo make 'aesthetically satisfying patterns' lhat is the root of d l  arL.. 
creating such work goes beyond acbtvement in technique. U p u s  technique in the service of 
personal emotion and occupational pride (p. 67). 

As Lloyd and Mullen wind up this chapter, they touch upon a few superstitious behaviors and 
connect the lake fishers' lack of an extensive magical folk belief system with the relative safety of 
their jobs compared to offshore ocean fishers. They also note the involvement of women in the 
occupation, hut more in providing food for men with legendarily huge appetites than in contributing 
substantially to net work, fish processing, maintenance of a shoreside base, cultivation of incipient 
fishers, and the overall perpetuation of the occupation. 

The second chapter, 'The Past,' continues to address the notion of what it takes to be a good 
fisherman, but particularly through retired fishers' perceptions of their pasts. Classic 'staning-out 
stories' that establish a fisher's pedigree -ohen through family connections-overlap with 'golden 
age' stories that idealize past fishing compared to the present 'fall from grace.'For the retired Lake 
Erie fishers the past was a time of clearer water, more fish, and less governmental restriction, 
tempered by more primitive techoology and harder work. While fishing was better then, it was by 
no meanseasier and itrequired tougher, more dedicated men. Evenone contemporary fisher echoed 
this sentiment, voicing an adage current aaoss the Great Lakes: 'The old days, we had the wooden 
boats and iron men. Now wc got iron boats and wooden men' (p. 89). 

In the third chapter, through stories about the notable people in their wodd, fishers again tell 
what kinds of personality traits, personal habits, abilities, and attitudes towards work they most 
highly admire. Two of the characters provide a good contrast of the extremes of desirable and 
undesirable characteristics. Fishers use the eccentric Jib Snyder both to define the negative fisher 
sterwtype of the smelly, ditty, lazy, alcoholic and marginal type, and to distance themselves from 
the unseemly portrayal. In contrast, through stories of Clifford Baker aslick, shrewd, and successful 
operator who evaded the law while running liquor across the lake to Canada during Prohibition, 
fishers not only specify positively-perceivedqualities, hut glorify anoutlaw hero image with which 
many identify. Mullen and Lloyd liken Baker to well-known American outlaw heroes and explain 
that the fishers find the type so appealing because they see themselves as 'working men made 
outlaws in some sense by the times' (p. 112). 

Stories in the fourth chapter, 'Hazards,' again address idealized fishedy amibutes, particularly 
the ability to maintaincontrol in the face of danger. fishers paint themselves as gritty outdoorsmen 
hardened by exposure to extremes. Survivors, they tell about narrow escapes, more of people who 
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made it than of those who did not. They explain classic encounters with freighters or foul range of identities are expressed in a body of occupational narratives and by elaborating tn?es of 
coupled with inadequate equipment or boats encumbered by large catches. A good number ofthe identity anand the dynamics by which identities are shaped. By not singling out commercial fishers 
stories are distinctive to the Upper Midwest-Great Lakes region as they revolve around troubles as necessarily distinctive (as they usually are), but by likening them to other kinds of American 
withice,notod~ the Problemofboats andequipmenticingupasontheopenoceaninpolarlatitudes, workers, L I O Y ~  and Mullen have made their observations on identity hypotheticaily applicable to 
but of navigating around, through, and over ice and of traversing frozen inshore Waters by car or the narratives of any occupational group, indeed perhaps of any group. 
truck in order to fish through the ice on foot. yetbecause ofthe subordination of the commercial fishing materia1,questions remainregarding 

The last two chapters of stories return to some of the themes discussed earlier, but deal more the distinctiveness of commercial fishers as an occupational group. There are characteristics of 
directly with images of fishermen. Chapter Five, 'Identity,' includes that show 'the way commercial fishing as an occupation and commercial fishers as personalities that may account in 
fishermen see themselves but also the way other people's views infiuencetheir cp. 125) pan for the heightened paranoia, pessimism, and self-preservation that would lead to a greater 
and it specifically treats negative and positive stereotypes. Demonstrating their cognizance of incidence of personal experience stories and the elevated expression of identity among them. That 
outsiders' negative perceptions of them, the fishers tell stories that counter or modify the image of is, withou[ comparative evidence to conclude otherwise, Lake Erie commercial fishers 50 to 100 
the lazy, alcoholic. They emphasize drinking habits that do not infe,fere with work, voice yem ago may have projected similar concerns and portrayals. Without W e 1  inquiry into fhe 
anention to cleanliness in an unavoidably dkty job, and advocate the ~ ~ ~ r i ~ ~  work ethic, nanue commercial fishing and its practitioners, Mullen and Lloyd's correlation between h e  
promoting a positive view of themselves as responsible, hard workers. the blood' stories and expression ~ f i d e ~ t i t y ,  the prevalence of personal experience narratives, and the threatened status 
accounts of rejecting factory jobs that represent confinement (by buildings, routine, and of the occupation may be too simple an equation. 
men[), affrm their addiction to fishing and their predisposition for the job. ~ l ~ ~ d ~ ~ d  ~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~ e ~ e , u ~ e ~ e s s  havecontributedtotheevaluationofcommercia~ fishingculmre. 

m e  folloU'int2 chapter covers narratives that define the fisher more indirectly, by citing 'the relative lack of anention paid to individual expression in the existing work on fishing 
rival groups. Lloyd and Mullen invoke the concepts of oppositional and differential identity and (P. ~x i i ) ,  Mullen and ~ l o y d  excuse themselves from the more exhaustive, ethnographic 
show how fishers fix their position and boost their ownimage instories fiat negative approach characteristic of fishing studies. While they may be too quick in reasoning that more 

of game wadens, SpoIfSfishers, and pleasure boaters. The narratives tell the thorough ethnographic work has been or is being accomplished, their book is like a distillation of 
unfairness of game wardens, their uneven enforcement of laws, and their favoritism an ethnography. 11 captures in large pan theessence of what it is to be a Lake Erie fisher. In fact, to 
sportsfishen. They point Out both wardens' and sportsfishen'ignorance of fishand the lake and the a great extent the book encapsulates what it is to be any commercial fisher who operates on a 
viviality andunj=sUless of many laws. Incontrast, they promote the fishergs inoutwining modest scale on the Great ~ a k e s  or in orher parts of the United States. 

and his superior morality in beating the system successfully fhrough the legal process, B~~~~~~ their focus is on divining the nature of fishing as a kind of work that amacts m a i n  
Mullen and Lloyd encountered such a wealth of game warden stories, they that narrative types of personalities, prescribes cenain behaviors, and provides cenain kinds of encounters with 
offas one of the few ways that fishers can legitimately express intense hostility toward their foes, the elements, material world, and rival groups, Lloyd and Mullen do not make the book as 

fn  the final chapter, Lloyd and Mullen once again touch upon 'golden age,' 'stdng.out; and comparative across fishing (sub)cultutes as it could be and accordinglY, they do not anemPt to 
'in the blood' stories as well as positive and negative stereotypes as they review, in he light of a *job classification' or a set of topics that commercial fishers repeatedly bring up. 
relevant scholarship, the many types of identity, and the oppositional and differential dynamics, mus some topics missing 01 suppressed, such as narratives about boats and engines. In one 
that Lake Erie fishers express in their personal experience narratives. my reiterate how an story, for example, Mullen and ~ l o y d  delete a litany of boat names that is so characteristic in 
individual subscribes to an 0vemll identity as a commercial fisher, yet defineshimselfandhis peers commercial fishermen's discourse. While the connection between a fisherman's identity 
more specifically depending on 'age and the corresponding stageof his occupational life, his social and the calibre his equipment is present in the volume, Lloyd and Mullen appear to have 
and economic class. his family background, his personal traits, andhis religions, and family overlooked its significance. Fishermen give boats - especially larger ones like gill-net tugs - 
values from outside the occupation' @. 165). They suess the interdependency individual and identities, they identify past periods in their lives by which boats they were working at 
group identities, the multiplicity of identities that any one m a t o r  projects, and the flexibility ofa the time (just as a mother may connect past events to the births of her children), and they =sign 
person's identities throughout the life cycle. identities to themselves and their peers according to the characters of their boats. Equipment is, 

In conclusion. )Mullen and Lloyd see commercial fishers faced ~ i t h  many ofthe same d i ~ ~ ~ l ~  after all, critical to the act of fishing, and the ability to manipulate it successfully is integral to the 
CirC~mstances as loggers, oilmen, and others whose occupations are based on namal resources. fisherBs skill. 11 is not surprising that fishers pride themselves both on their ability to handle 
m e y  suggest that, as LakeErie fishers have faced increasedopposition andthe poentia equipment and on the nature of the equipment itself - boats especially. Even so, the book is a 
of their line of work, their identity has become suonger - and the expression ofif greater: remarkable benchmark ofthe kinds of stories that commercial fishers do tell, and the kind of work 

that small-scale commercial fishing is in the United States. It also offers a timely, Cautiously The personal experience narratives and occupational commenrary fishemen on 
westem L*e Erie are thus a symbolic manifestation of their to mainrain persona and 

sympathetic summary of the kinds of problems facing commercial fishers across the country. 

occupations identities in the face of social changes that may be desuoying the oocupabon itself 'while ~ ~ l l ~ ~  and L I O Y ~  do not develop the question of why personal experience narrative is 

(p. 172). the predominant means of verbal expression among (these) commercial fishers, they certainly do 
the imponance of narrative in these men's lives, and by extension, in Ours. mY Present 

Lloyd and Mullen modestly claim that 'The hean of the book is made up of the fishemen fishermen's that serve a variety of functions. On the most elemental level, some appear to 
their own stories in their own words withsomedescriptionofthe contexts by the authors' (,,. XC), pent.up hostilities and frustrations.  ore aestheticaily, others help order a person's life, 
but clearly the thrust Of their presentation is to address the verbal expression of occupational identity -ng the &,y.to.&,y into history and an, as Edward D. lves suggests so el0quenUY On the book's 
and the formation of identity through stories. ~n this regard, Mullen and ~ l ~ ~ d  have contributed dust cover. yet others conservatively and socially to pass on and perpetuate traditional lore 
solidly to the folkJ0ristic study of identity and the analysis of workers' culture by showing how a and to project and safeguard a shared experience. 

i 



This body of stories, and the clear interpretations Lloyd and Mullen give them, will prove 
valuable and suggestive for classroom use, whether the subject is narrative, occupational culture, 
or expressionof identity. Tme to oral expression, however, language in the narratives is sometimes 
both collapsed and esoteric. At times referents and terms are not abundantly clear (even to an 
outsider familiar with the occupation), and neither the glossary, photographs;nor the minimalist 
descri~tionof fishineeauipment and techniauescanadeauately clarify matters. Rather thanconfirm . . .  . . 
ihc dpdal) ul c.,mincraxl ri\hin? a 3n t~cup31icm .lr 01 cdmnli'rad fish:r, ds nmdt,Jri. h.~uvvri, 
thi, 1ai.k .,ican~muni:hlit d n  hz atrrihutzJ I., thr limimuum ~ 1 1  thc mcdiurn. 111; a rittcn ivoiJ. 
diagrams, and still photography can no more flesh out work technique and the occupational context 
than they can capture dance. Tnus for classroom purposes, a videotape of Great Lakes commercial 
fishers at work would ideally accompany the book (and the book would feature a filmo,eraphv of - . .  
the ever-growing number oifilms a i d  videos that represent the subject). 

While outsiders mav stumble occasionallv over the 'vrivate code' in the nanatives. insiders 
should have no trouble understanding tbeu own stories nor Mullen and Lloyd's plain writin2 and 
down-to-earth interpretations. ~ e y o n d  the usefulness of this volume to folkl&isti the book should 
function amone Lake Erie fishing. c e o ~ l e  and fellow commercial fishers as a welcome testimonial -. . 
to their concerns, presented in such a way that it offers insight as well as a powerful political tool 
for communicating to outsiders and engineering social change. 

Janet C. GiImore 
Wisconsin Folk Museum 

VAN DER ZWAAG, David L. and Cynthia LAMSON (Eds.) R e  Challenge ofArctic Shipping: 
Science, Environmental Assessment and Hwnan Values. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University 
Press, 1990. 

Commercial interests have historically taken a number of navigators into arctic waters. While these 
commercial pursuits continue to grow in scope and number, government officials become more 
dependent on arctic waters and resources to develop national interests. As a result of this increased 
activity, a primary objective for commercial entrepreneurs, policy makers, and cooperating scien- 
tists, has been the development of safe, dependable, year-round shipping in the Arctic. But, because 
of the unknown effects that year-round navigation may have on the region and, conversely, the 
unknown repercussions that the gruelling winter months may have on shipping, year-round arctic 
navigation remains experimental. 

Beyond the limitation of knowledge about continuous arctic shiooinn, other obstacles exist. - .. - 
First, there are drawbacks in the scientific techniques available for learning more about year-round 
navigation and the region. Second. there are disaereements among. scientists and decision makers - - - - 
about which technologies and approaches would be the most appropriate for mastering the 
information neededto expandarcticshipping and toconduct necessary environmental assessments. 
All ofthese limitations resultina timeofuncertainty, during whichanumberofactors withopinions 
about year-round arctic navigationdraw upon their own interests, priorities and values to influence 
decisions about shipping and environmental assessment policies. 

7he Challenne ofArctic Shipping illuminates the problems of uncertainty operatin2 in northern 
shipping ventures. is acollectionof essays written by animpressive m a y  ofe&rts$ithconcems 
and ooinions about navigation in the region. 'Iluoueh the use of soecific e x m l e s  involvine the 
effecis of shipping or a&mpts to app1;research to-decision making, the authors have prokded 
readers with differing, and often conflicting, viewpoints about the shipping enterprise. 

Inpart oneof the book, the link betweenshipping andscientificinauimisex~lored First, Cynthia .. - 
~ a m s b ~  Associate~irectorofthe~ceans~nstituteof~anadaandon~oftheb~~seditors,provides 
a sweeping account of the history of arctic marine science (broadly defined as the pursuit of 

knowledge in the Arctic) since the time of Eric the Red to the present. 
attention to: (I) attempts to understand the impact of proposed shipping 
environment and the effects of the environment on these activities: and. 
unJerrldnJ !he impli?auun. ,>I' )ex-ruund na\ipli;n .,n m a n ?  m~nlnvdls and seabirds in the 
Ar,,";. Kobcn Lakc 3nJ BnmS~nilc,, bothin~~11\~dwithrcwd~li~lthc In~uluteofOwan Studies. 
offer two of the volume's strongest entries in their respective chapters on the physical en 
and sea mammals. Both mint out the oeculiar limitations of data and data collection in t h e k c  ~ ~~ 

suchas marked seasonal and human biases affecting information, and varying quality oftechniqu 
for collecting and processing data. Smiley presents the most reasonable and fundamental 
recommendations for improving science: an honest evaluation and pursuit of the values that fos 
good research. 'Ihese include patience and trust among biologists, oceanographers, and indigenous 
people who collect information about the Arctic; commitment and funding for research and project 
monitoring; and education of the public and scientific community about marine life and the ocean. 
Part two presents various perspectives on ways in which Arctic shipping should be managed 

according to groups that have stakes in the region. Tnese are the viewpoints of the oil and gas 
industry, indigenouspeoples, and the governments ofthe Northwest Territories andcanada. Roben 
Dreyden of Chevron Canada Resources and spokesperson for the petroleum industry, complains 
that the environmental review process for arctic matters 'resembles closely a carnival pool of balls,' 
in which young children clamber about in three to four feet of small coloured balls, without ever 
making any significant progress (p. 103). In other words, the process offers few benchmarks and 
standards with which those involved in arctic navigation can measure progress. He feels that the 
oil andgasindustryissingledout for special treatmentregarding marineuansponsince it is required 
toundergo environmental review whichoftendelaysorprohibitsindustrialshipping, while research 
and govemment-owned vessels are not subject to such scrutiny. Therefore, the review process 
represents a political and economic rather than a scientific enterprise. Conversely, in another 
chapter, a representative of the federal Environmental Assessment and Review Process claims that 
this process has contributed much to the scientific and decision-making regime of arctic shipping. 
He adds that although some concerns remain about the process, it is one of the most credible 
internationally. Meanwhile, representatives of the government of The Northwest Territories and 
indigenous people of the region offer their views on ways in which their respective groups could 
and should participate in decision-making concerning arctic shipping and the environment. The 
contlicting visions and recommendations for solutions presented in part two make one thing clear: 
the fundamental issue concerning arctic shipping is not about finding the most appropriate 
technologies for learning about the effects of shipping on the region; it is about social control. Tnat 
is, the group or coalition of groups that can control decisions about shipping, can also direct the 
nature and pace of the development of the Arctic region. 

Part three takes into account that project- or issue-based approaches to assessment and decisi- 
on-making may do more harm than good to the region in the long Nn. its authors suggest that it 'is 
possible to reconcile ethical and political considerations through an appropriately designed system 
that draws on a wide-range of science-based experience in ocean development and management' 
(p. 217). Suchconsensus-based decision making wouldsurely lead to 'Kingdom Come,'according 
to co-editor, David Van der Zwaag. He suggests that a number of 'emerging signposts,' such as 
reasonable approaches to assessing risks to the environment and public education about the 
strengths and drawbacks of such approaches, indicate that decision makers may be heading in the 
right direction; yet, 'Kingdom Come' is still a distance away. 

The ChallengeofArcricShipping cogently presents the probabilistic name of the arctic shipping 
entelprise. Althoughit nicely lays out the various conceptual frameworks of actors withhigh stakes 
in the region, it could be more deliberate in its analysis of the power relationsirips among these 
parties. While it is important to understand various perspectives, it is equally important to learn 
ways of balancing power among interest groups before actual consensus-building can occur. Had 



the editors made provisions for sociological theory or social science research to provide the basis 
for some of the discussion, issues of power dynamics may have been attended to more thoroughly. 
The final three chapters do present solid recommendations for solving some areas of disagreement 
among interest groups through risk analysis and various management strategies. Van der Zwaag, 
especially, offers a sensitive discussion of the subjective realities involved in risk analysis and the 
limitations that these factors place on 'objective' decision-making. However, these suggestions 
could have been anchored more solidly in a broader literame about power and decision making in 
large organizational contexts. For instance, anthropologist Mary Douglas and her colleague, Aaron 
Wildavsky, supmrt a 'culmal theory of risk perception.' ?hey maintain that ideas about environ- 
mental ha&& ~ e c u l ~ a l l y  determined andreflectmoral,economic, political, andother subjective 
factors operating among decision makers and disclose forms of social organization within which 
decisions are made. Further, Van der Zwaag's recommendations could have been enhanced with a 
deliberation on lessons learned from other large-scale change and decision making processes which 
have occurred in other regions of the world. 

Thebook, also, wouldhave benefitted from ananthropologist's view ofthe effectsthat shipping and 
industrv could have on indigenous mode  of the Arctic reb3on. Althoueh readers are movided with an - . . - - 
account of Inuit concems about the management andexpansion of navigation, (e.g., concems that rapid 
cllange will dismpt the lives of young people, wonies that people will leave and be alienated from the 
community), furtherconsiderationofwaysthatshimimhaschangedormaychangeInuitculme would 
have beenhseful. fronically,ppanoneof&e v o l u m ~ ~ s  &voted to thestudy ofeffe&thatarcticshipping 
has hadonnon-humanlife. withno discussion about what is known. or what mav belearned. about the 
effects on humans. If approaches for studying the impacts of shipping on indigenous people have not 
becn developed, this volume might have provided the oppormnity to introduce such plans. 

Desoite its exclusionof social scientists from the discussion of social dilemmas, The Challenge 
o f ~ r c r i c  Shipping is an important bwk for those interested in navigation, research and hum& 
values. It m l l v  frames the mostimmrtant oublic mlicy andmanagement issues facing the region; . . - - - 
offers sensitive insights to the limitations and values of science; and provides compelling recom- 
mendations that. if followed, could imorove thedecision-makinesvstem whileenhancinx scientific - .  - 
input into the environmental process. Fu!her, it offers athorough case study from which managers 
and social scientists can draw in theit pursuit of understanding human behavior in the fa& of 
uncertaintv and large-scale institutional change. Not onlv Canadians. but a watchful world should - - 
pay close attention to the strategies andconsequences that evolve from the circumstances desnibed 
by theseauthors. Theoutcomesofthe Arcticexperience will holdlessonsinpolicy and management 
for other nations and people. 

John A. Encondela 
University of Pennsylvania. 

RUDDLE, Kenneth and R.E. JOHANNES, Ed!. )  Tradirionai Marine Resource Managemenr in 
the Pacific Bmirr: An Anrhology. VHV (UNESCOROSTSEA, Contending with Global Change, 
No. 2). Jakarta (Indonesia): Jln. M.H. Thamrin No. 14, 1989. vii+410 pp., maps, figures, tables, 
b&w photographs (paper) n.p. 

?his useful volume is a collection of 15 papers (plus a brief Introduction by the editors), all but 5 
of which were originally published in the early 1980s but, the editors point out, warrant reissuing 
since there has been a continued demand for the materials. 

In this region of the world, as everywhere else, there is increasing production of fisheries 
management plans. But this regionof the world, unlikeothers, contains many fisheriesthat are only 
now becoming part of a capita-intensive exploitive approach (indeed, some, just as recently, have 
only now entered a commoditization system). As such, there is a more urgent need to record the 

wide variety of indigenous fishery management schemes that exists; not only do such data provide 
alternative ways of managing nature (to which Western-oriented managers are ethnocentrically 
blinded) but, more immnantly, these local systems are freauentlv the basis for resistence to and . . 
intended/"nintendedsibversion of bathdevelopment management schemes. n u s ,  theeditorsgive, 
as the raison @&we of the volume, the need 'to conuibute to the growing body of documentation 
on naditional systems of fisheries management' (p. 1). All well and good, especially considering 
the excellence and broad utility of these uawrs des~i te  their retional soecificitv. However. one 
wishes that the editors had labeled them&lvis as 'compilers3 since, in point of fsct, that is really 
what they have done. Aside from a tantalizing and brief comment concerning their plan for a future 
volume (see below), their Introduction is simply brief abstracts of the papers, listed as in the table 
of content?. Further, if that table of contents has any thematic ordering, it escapes me; e.g., papers 
dealing with the same (or reasonably so) geographic locale, type of fishery, or theoretical issue 
(such as accommodation to development) are in widely separated areas of the volume. In short, the 
'editors'seem to havedone little more thancollect agroupapreviously-publishedpapers, add some 
new studies, and publish them in a single volume. It's this sort of cavalier 'editing' that has tended 
to give such publications a second-class standing in the scholarly world- and more editors deserve 
to be taken to task for such performances. 

This said, let me reiterate that, with only two exce~tions, the oawrs are, absolutelv first-rate. 
It's impossible within these space constrai"ts to do justice to indiGidua1 papers (most of which 
average 30-35 oages) but each one of them ConstiIutes an invaluable resource for fisheries scholars . . - 
and managers, whatever their own research loci or purpose. The geographic range is wide: 
Micronesia, Melanesia, Polynesia (including Hawaii), Japan (plus Okinawa), Singapore, northern 
Arnhem land (Australia) and looks at 'uibal' as well as peasant and urban maritime communities. 

To briefly summarize, the reprinted papers are: Maritime claims by aboriginal groups in nonher 
Australia [reprinted but revised] (S. Davis); Traditional management and conservation of fisheries 
in Kiribati a i d ~ v a l u a t o l l s  (L.P. ~ann);~erritorialre@lationinthcsmall-scale fisheriesof Itoman, 
Okinawa (T. Akimichi): Do traditional marine 'reserves' conserve? A view of the Indonesian and 

~~ ~ 

New ~ u i & a n  evideme (N.V.C. Polunin); Tokelau Fishing in traditional and modern contexts (A. 

Baines); Marine resource use in Papua New Guinea: Can Traditional concepts and conte&orary 
development be integrated? (A. Wright); and Aquaculture in ancient Hawaii (B.A. Costa-Pierce). 
Thenew papers are: Keepingthe Sea: AspectsofmMnetenureinMarovo Lagoon,Solomonlslands 
(E. Hviding); Traditional marine resource management among the Nenema of Northwestern New 
Caledonia (M.H. Teulieres); Assessing traditional fishing rights systems in the context of marine 
resource management: A Torres Strait example (R.E. Johannes and J.W. MacFarlane); Adaotine. 

- .  . 
The foci of the papers vary considerably. some emphasize the r&e and depth of the indigenous 

knowledge of marine resources; others concentrate on the way in which resources are managed- 
'traditionally,'undlrecentlyandasthetraditionalsystemaccommadatestochange,orintemofcunent 
attempis to control fishing according to Westem management techniques. c o n k s  range from faboos 
mounded inreligiousbeliefs andsocialoractices thatrelvonrelativelv informal social messures.through . - 
gear restrictio&and ecological cons&nts, to princip~ds of catch distribution and m&ketdynamics. 

There is an extraordinary range of tenure arrangements discussed - ranging from familyhinea- 
gelclan, through village councils (and, more recently, cooperatives or associations) and chiefs, up 
to regiona!Jstate legal arrangements. In some cases, the sea and land tenure arrangements are 
coordinated; in others, they operate in distinctive (even, it seems to me in some cases, rather 
disjunctive) ways. The conuibutors are not all in agreement as to the explicit functions of either 
tenure or any other 'management' system; one underlying question is the extent to which such 



systems aredesigned to conserveresources -or maintain with relativestability whateverthe elders, 
chiefs, elite, or other figures with public power determine is the propet s m s  quo. Similarly, there 
is disagreement as to whether such 'lraditional' systems (and my use of inverted commas indicates 
the extent to which one must be suspicious of how 'traditional' such systems really are) are totally 
disconsonant with, impede but c a n i t  resist,orcan beutilized to assist in the introductionof current 
develonment or management schemes. Given the wide ranee of resources exoloited, econiches - - 
utilized (e.g., lagoon, inshore, estuary), type of gear employed, organization of work groups, and 
utilization (e.g., for subsistence vs. commercial export), such differences are, to some extent, to be 
exwcted. I would have liked to see the editors, however, address the issue of the extent to which 
such analytical disagreements might be the result of these kinds of differences (as well as the 
historical conditions that vary for each study) versus a fundamental methodological or theoretical 
schism. m e  editors do indicate that another volume (representing the next sage of the on-going 
reseach) is in preparation and it will have the aim of: 

distilling general principles underlying sea tenure sysrems, as well as highlighting the processual 
a s w c ~  of sea tenure in Uleir continual adaptation [and] atiempt to evaluate system comparatively 
and measure their performance, to provide options for contending with global change (p. 1). 

That's welcome news - hut, as akeady noted, the editors might have seen fit to provide some of 
these principles, comparisons, evaluations, measurements and options in this collection of papers. 

To sum up: I strongly recommend this collection regardless of areal or topical focus. Though 
the title might lead one to think the material is narrowly focused on 'traditional marine resource - 
management,' the papers provide material on technological and socioeconomic change, on devel- 
ooment and decline in narlicular fisheries, on cognitive views of nature (and the nmblems that can 
arise when attempts to manage fisheries are made by those with differing views of this), on the 
extent to which management is always embedded in a complex sociocultural matiix and subject to 
a wide rangeof equally complexecological networks, and muchmore. Anyone working in fisheries 
would be wise to order a copy. 

M. Estellie Srnirh 
State University of New York-Oswego 

NIEUWENHUYS, Olga Angels wrth Callous Hands. Cllrldren's Work m Rural Kerala (India). 
Boskoop: Macula, 1990. 306 pp. (Ph.D. thesis, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam). 

In the past decades numerous anicles andbooks havebeenpuhlishedon child laborinlhird World 
societies. Tne greater part of these studies are dedicated to a panicular aspect of this phenomenon, 
such as its moral, legal, demographic, cultural, or economic importance. A few, however, are 
characterized by a more holistic approach. Nieuwenhuys's study on children's work - a term she 
prefers to childiabor - in rural ~ e i i l a  fits into the second categiry. The author takes the view that 
the assumotion that children's work in peasant societies is morally neutral is unfounded. To nut it 
more sharply, she questions the idea Gal work done by girls and boys in nual areas is eUically 
unobjectionable because of its supposed economic insignificance. She wants to clarify precisely 
what kind of work children do and how these activities are perceived and valued. The questions 
she poses and uies to answer relate to the contribution of children's work to maintaining h e  
household and the local and regional economies, the relation between domestic activities and 
remuneratedwork,lhelackof aGeciaIion forchildren's workin the economic field,the importance 
of senioritv and gender for the oreanization and social evaluation of child labor. and. last but not , - - 
least, the combination of and relation between schooling and work 

The study moves from the local level, the village ofioomkara (a pseudonym), to the regional 
and the federal level in the sate of Kerala Data about the village were collected during anthropo- 

logical fieldwork, those pertaining to the wider society mainly from secondary sources. The 
fieldwork took dace from 1977 to 1980 andduring anan of 1983. General informationon the local - .  
community was collected by such means as a census, aprolonged budzetstudy, production figures, 

fieldand the need to use such varied techniques pints.to the complexity of the subject. 
. 

The studv consists of three narts. The entire first nart deals with the coastal village of Poomkara 
~~ ~ 

(4,500 inhabitants) which lies'not far from ~ a ~ a m k u l a m  in the Alleppey districtrlt starts with a 
description of Ule local community, which consists of Muslims (71%) as well as Hindus, and a 
description of the importance placed on education. As elsewhere in Kerala, schooling is highly - - .  
valued, and schools are frequented on a large scale. However, education is not an alternative to 
children's work. On the contrary, for the poor who constitute the greater pan of Poomkara, the 
children's contribution to the family's livelihood is indispensable. Consequently childhood has, as 
Nieuwenhuys says, two faces: on the one hand the hours spent at school, on the other the. often 
equivalent, time klocated to work. The greater part of a child's day is taken up by both of these 
activities. When there is increasedcompetition between the two t y p s  of activities, asoften happens 
during secondary education, then the number of dropouts from school rises sharply. 

In the first part, we alsoget ageneral pictureof the horizontal and venical ties between relatives, 
members of different castes, classes, generations, and ethnic groups that arise to retain or secure a 
means of livelihood, and which result in the work claims that are nlaced on the children. 
Approximately 42% of the local families are almost landless, while 35% do not possess more than 
one acre. As a result, the majority of the households depend wholly or in part on non-agricultural 
activities. In poor households, boys and men spend the same amount of time on domestic chores, 
while girls, i n  the average, spend two-thirds of the time of adult women. As for paid labor, boys 
work as many hours as women. Also wealthy families dewnd on sunnlementary incomes. Thev, 

and coir making. They containanelaborate explanationif the role (generally boys) incatching and 
trading fish and of the parlicipation (generally girls) in the predominantly domestic production of 
coir yarn. For centuries fishing in Poomkara has been practiced in two ways. During high season 
(April-October) one fishes offshore with a large encircling net; in the off-skason, people'fish with 
a larne beach seine. That the fishermen are poor can be seen from the fact that thev do not own a 
sin& piece of fishing equipment. All the boats and nets are in the possession of8. few wealthy 
5 111~g:rb In Soulhc;r\t .&~bm;~unu~e,,,ns,~itcn hcc>tlu~ risllcrt~ic~niontr>i p : a d  t h c ~ ~ p l r d  go,rds 
~11i ; l1  Ul~mi.1it8tIcs 01~~11 to 211 h n J s t ~ t  nchth. Here risl~ert~~cn cuc ~ ~ n t ~ t ~ l y ~ ~ ~ t ~ , l e ~ ~ t  d t h e  c4nrices . . 
of their patron. Funhe~more, children's-work is the sheet anchor of the greater p a t  of the'local 
fisheries, although it is not recognized as such: 'Most often, however tangible thereturns of these 
activities are, what they do has no name' (p. 91). For a piuance teenage boys do all kinds of odd 
jobs on the beach or parlicipate in the shore fishery. By these means they provide for their own 
subsistence. earn their school fees, and contribute to the family sustenance. Esoeciallv in slack 
periods, children's work is a cheap alternative for adult fishermen. 

Children also contiihnte substantially to the diet andincome of their families by small-scale fish 
vending and foraging. The choice h e m e n  fishing and trading seems primarily governed by 
inclination. Generally speaking, trading is more highly regarded than fishing, and poor parents will 
first try to encourage theentrepreneurial capacitiesof theirsons. Foraging fish, that is to Say picking 
up fallen fish, begging for a small portion, or pinching fish is a widespread custom in Asia. 
Nieuwenhuys not only demonstrates its economicimportance, but alsodwells atlengthon thesocial 
and cultural significance of this practice. 

What children do outside of ichool or instead of school is to a large degree defined by gender 
and seniority. Boys are sent out to support themselves and their relatives. Girls primarily perform 



subsistence and commercial activities within the domestic circle instead of income-generating 
activities outisde the household. Age is a decisive factor in determining what kind of work is 
undertaken. 

In the second part of the study, the results of the research on children's work in fishery and 
coir-making in the village are compared with information gained from secondary sources to learn 
how representative it is of those sectors in the whole of Kerala. What has been found for Poomkara 
isconfirmed: the domestic and lraditional commercial economy of Keraladepends to a great extent 
on rural children's work. What is seen in terms of labor and property relations on a local level for 
fishery, for example, is parallel to the relations in the society at large in spite of all kinds of 
technological andcu l~ra l  differences. Nieuwenhuys alsoconsiderstheinfluenceof modern fishing 

- .. . - 2  

in Kerala has even resulted in an expansion in the traditional ways of fishing, and with it an increase 
inchildren's work. Ofspecialinterest are her ideas about thedirect relationshipbetween theincrease 
in children's work and the way the traditional and capitalist modes of production are atluned to one 
another. Unfonunately she relies on the rather dogmatic ideas of French Marxist anthropologists 
concerning the interaction of modes of exploitation instead of the for this context much more 
relevant and profound theory of Wolf (1982:73-100). 

The subject of part 111 is the relationship between children's work and education in respectively 
the colonial and cost-independence period. First, the influence of international, national, and 
rcgii),nal i,lc.,h,~~,.xl 2nJ wrwcc.,n,,lni; ,ic~cl;lp~ncnts idr <Irange\ in dplnion. a l ~ u t  ,:h. .,ling 
2n.l :h~l&cn'r. u,nk IS ttr4Jc ekpli<it. Sc.'un.i, lhc ;,~mp~tibility ,,I cdur~uvn mJ u,rrk idr <llilJren 
of the poor is explained. All emancipationideas and movements notwithstanding, there still exists 
an enormous gap with regard to education and children's work between the ideal and reality. The 
increased amount of schooling has hardly liberated children from domestic and commercial tasks. 
Nevertheless, education contributes to rising self-awareness and critical capabilities of the 'angels 
with callous hands.' 

Nieuwenhuys has written a very interesting book. It is replete with data and ideas on a topic 
about which until now too little has been published. However, it is regrettable that the central 
questions are not worked out in a more systematic and consistent way. More than once the author 
gets sidetracked which, however interesting, distracts from the argument. It is also a pity that (in 
the book at any rate)theresults fromthe fieldworkand those from secondarysources arenot equally 
balanced. Relatively more attention is paid to events and developments on the higher levels of 
*,cict) than .,nth: lu;al li.\cl. Funher. the anal)\ir. of ihil&cn'c uilrk uc,uld hdrc, 11ad c\cn nlsr~, 
,trniti:arl<c iilhs tinJlnrb tr\Inl dls stuJ) ,,n thc S R s t y  at large u,cri. lestcJ nurc sx[llicill) Ji lllc - - 
village level. In that way the interrelation between developments on different societal levels would 
havereceivedmoreemphasis. Finally, achapteronrecentdevelopments would havemade the study 
more UD-to-date. However, these few shortcomings do not offset the merits of this sludy, which 
should be read by everyone who is interested in children's work and India. 

Huub de Ionge 
University of Nijmegen 
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VAN GINKEL, Rob Elk vist op zgn rij: :en hisroach-anlropolog~che srudie van een Zeeuwse 
madieme gemeenschap, Yerseke 1870-1914. (Out With the lide: A Historical-Anthropoioglcal 
St!& of a M a n d  Maritime Community, Yerseke 1870-1914). Zutphen: Walburg Pers, 1991. 143 
pp. ISBN 90-6011-716-6. 

The economic and social transformation of a maritime community in the Netherlands is the focus 
of this historical ethnography by Rob van Ginkel. Originally researched as an MA thesis at the 
University of Amsterdam, this attractively produced volume is highly readable and is also . . 
.~nIi<l~l?ning iLr i l> I I I ~ ~ ,  p r k , J  ph~~td~rd[:l~,.  In Ill? dhjcnC .d  .in En!li4t t r a n k ~ t ~ u ~ ~ ,  hw,cv:r, it 
I, r\lt IiLcl) thst .:h il:irr ~>uts~,ic th: Sctlicrl~nd.: I ~ J  Bclrlunl ail1 be ~ b l c  he~~cri~,lirc:!l\ ir,,m 
van ~ inke i ' s  work. For this audience I am happy and honored to produce a brief review. 

' 

?he village of Yerseke in the southern province of Zeeland, the Netherlands, is the site of van 
Ginkel's primary research. During the period in question, at the end of the 19th and the beginning 
of the 2O~h centuries, the economy of Yerseke was transformed from one centered on open-access 
fishing lo one centered on the cultivation of oysters and mussels. ?he difference between being 
'hunters of the sea'and 'fanners of the water'is asubstantial one, van Ginkel asserts in the openine 
pages of his essay. The transformation from one mode of subsistence to the other in ~erseke,  with 
all the concurrent changes in the social and cultural life of the communitv. is traced through six 
succeeding chapters. 'lie essentially chronological organization of the dook provides a &cal 
narrative of the changes under study. 

Despite a lengthy history of recment flooding, common to many coastal areas of the Nether- 
lands, the position of Yerseke and neighboring Yersekedam on the Eastern Scheldt (an inlet of the 
Northsea) providedarich habitat withsubstantial possibilities forex~loitationofmarine resources. 
By 1870 the populations of Yerseke and ~ersekedam totaled some 1200individuals, with a fleet of 
nearlv fiflv boats. At this time swcialization was the excention rather ihan the rule. most fishermen . . 
harvesting various mussels, oysters and fish as became available. Likewise, though periodically 
laws were passed regulating the areas in which it was possible to fish, in general the sea remained 
acommons for all to make useof. In the offseasons the fishermenof Yersekeearneda living through 
agricultural labor and the transportation of sugar beets. Despite these varied occupations, in van 
Ginkel's assessment Yerseke must have been among the poorest fishing communities in the 
Netherlands as of 1870. 

the population grew to over 2700, and by the end of the 19th century had reached 4333, with 160 
boats. Inadditiontodemographicchanges, withinYersekeitselftheagriculturairealm wasdeclining 
as the focus on maritime activities grew stronger. Houses andschools were built, Yerseke acquired 
a post office and telegraph station, street lighting was installed, and n i l  lines were laid. In shon, 
the community of Yerseke within a generation moved from being a poor fishing village to a 
respectable town with a solid infrastructure. Connections to the outside world were strengthened 
through the expon of shellfish to various European nations. 

Not ail benefitled equally from the changes, however. While there were 'oyster barons' who 
grew wealthy from the 'gold in the water,' others were unable to profit from even 'a drop of the 
golden nin.'Though immigrants were coming into Yerseke in substantial numbers, the unemploy- 
ment and underemployment of laborers within the community resulted in many leaving for the 
United States, where they clustered in the town of west ~ayville. Women and children worked long 
hours in the shellfish beds, but still many households in Yerseke were classed as 'm' accordine - 
to administrative and church records. In addition, the increase in various kinds of crimes in Yerseke 
and Yersekedam resulted in their being dubbed 'Sodom and G o m o r ~  by orthodox Calvinists. By 



1914, the population of Yerseke had dropped down to just over a, and the social smcture 
gradually came to resemble that of other communities in the region. The concluding section of the 
book traces Yerseke's eventual integration with the Netherlands nation as a whole. 

Tne greatest strength of van Ginkel's smdy, which I have only sketchily summarized here, is its 
svnthesis of local with regional, national, and international factors. Appropriately rejecting anthropolo- 
4) ', rrd1i~a11~1 tcnSn.'y ar p n r l )  v:IIa$e <~allrllo~~ilie L\ II~IVAL'J unit$, th: dull! v ~ttclopls 31 cveq 
tx,Lntl~> t ~ e  Ycrsek; ~ r ~ t < )  lh: h r%,~J~ , rc , .~>n~>~~"c  m J  p~l~t~.'d ,;en?. En~~~tn:.~l dculs 5 c  pro\ld!Juh~Il 
could enable a reader to come to his or her own conclusions about van Ginkel's analysis. 

A second strength of the study is its copious use of archive materials, particularly photographs, 
which lend anappealing concreteness tothe pictureoflifeinturn-of-the-century Yerseke. For Dutch 
readers, background information on these materials is not as necessary as it might be were the book 
written with a more international audience in mind. 

If the book has a weakness, it is in my opinion the relative lack of attention paid to the realm of 
ideas, beliefs, and values. The focus, perhaps necessarily, is restricted to economic, demographic, 
and social factors. Though van Ginkel's stated intent is to chart a course between idealist and 
materialist standpoints, the overall tone of the volume is clearly tilted toward the latter. One might 
also have a~oreciated a glance toward life in Yerseke today andlor a bit of comparison with other . . - 
villagesthat wentthrough similar boomperiods. Sincevan Ginkel has consciously chosen torestrict 
himself to Yerseke 1870.1914 only, however, one can hardly hold that against the book. Perhaps 
we will see more of van Ginkel's work that will tie this research to broader theoretical issues. 

In short, this is a thorougNy researched, if specialized, piece of work. It will be most useful to 
scholars pursuing issues of rapid economic change in maritime communities, and less useful to 
those interested in more general ethnographic pomayals. Hopefully a translation will eventually 
appear so as to make this sludy accessible to a wider academic audience. 

Cynthia Keppley Mahmood 
University of Maine 

SLIGGERS, B.C. & A.A. WERTHEIM (Eds.) 'Op het strand gesmeten'. Vjf eeuwen pornissiran- 
dingen aandeNederlandse kust. ('Stranded'. Five CenturiesofSperm Whales on theDutch Coast.) 
s.1.: Walburg Pers (in collaboration with Teylers Museum, Haarlem, and Zuiderzeemuseum, 
Enkhuizen), 1992. 120 pp., ill. ISBN 90-6011-773-5. 

Probably the most famous whale in literary history, Moby Dick is of course unique. Yet he belongs 
to nn old and notorious lineage which goes all the way back to his biblical ancestor who swallowed 

~ ~ - 
Jonah. In a European historical context whales, unlike porpoises or dolphins, have retained this 
frightening aspect for centuries; they inspired emotions ranging from awe and respect to outright 
fear and terror. m i s  was especially the case when whales lefi their natural surroundings -as 
frequently happened along the eastern coast of the North Sea - and were found, dead or still alive, 
stranded on the beach or stuck in shallow coastal waters. However, these were by no mean3 the 
only reactions they provoked, judging from the Dutch language-publication 'Op het strand 
gesmeten' ('Stranded'). m i s  beautifully produced and generously illustrated catalogue accompa- 
nies an exhibition of prints, engravings, paintings, writlen descriptions, parts of skeletons and 
artefacts made of whale bone on display in the oldest Dutch museum of natural history, Teylers 
Museum in Haarlem and subsequently in the Zuidemmuseum in Enkhuizen. Focusing on the 
16th. 17th and 18th centuries, several authors discuss pictures of stranded whales made by Dutch 
artists, as well as a range of contemporary interpretations and reactions. 

Such events, it appears, occurred irregularly but rather frequently throughout the five centuries 
covered by the book, with the still unexplained exception of the years 1781-1937. The huge 
carcasses amacted large numbers of spectators, whose presence on the beach turned some of these 

occasions into a fair. Besides the general public, 'professionals' attended the handling of the 
carcasses, supervised auctions, or dealt with the parts that could still be used: in panicular the 
blubber, the so-called spermaceti (located in the upper part of thesperm whale's head), the valuable 
teeth, and the rare ambergris (which could sometimes be found in the intestines). 

During the 16th century the motif of the beached sea mammal moved from the background to 
the centre of the pictures, and in the course of the 17th century it became an enormously popular 
theme. The same copperplates were used again and again to illustrate several different strandings. 
The pictureofthesperm whale whichlanded onthe beachnear Kahvijkin 1598 -drawn by Goltzius 
and engraved by Jacob Matham - enjoyed an exceptional success. For most of the 17th century it 
served as a model for the representation of many other such events and it continued to be copied 
until the 19th century. 

In a detailed discussion of both pictures and related texts, the authors uace gradual changes in 
contemporary interpretations. Whereas 16th and 17th-century artists tended to mint to the ominous 

, . ~ ~ ~ 

.'dn~lner<id vdlue\~f thc ~ ~ n r r t l \ .  ~ l t l l c  21 th: ~~1111~limcJI2~ving 3tterlti~)n IU Uie ~ n t c r c ~ t ~ ~ ~ i ~ c i ~ ~ n c , ~ :  
ndt th2t &iring U:c l6Ut~nJ  17th ::nturici thc purcuil di.mat,,r~~icJ 6rlJ n l ~ \ i ~ u l ~ l u i c J  iln,>u uirtvr . , ...-. 
was totally absent: in fact, contemporary pic& abound with human figures measuring the whale - 
irC,lll ncl,e to lul - n.)t r.x.'ludin~ thc pa hlnc, ~ o d  UIL. pnls  - U J  expl,lnng it3 ,cxag:rdrcJI) 
:~\crndur) jaac. But h) 01; Idtc 17th icntur) dndttlrn) and i l h , h ~ \  IIJJ hc;.,nl! in\tlluuc>~mli,~~.l. -. ~ ~ 

professional scientists had taken over research. 
The book's introductory essay on the ethology and physiology of sperm whales shows how 

much, or rather how little we still know about these animls. Among other things it informs us that 
only male sperm whales visit the North Sea and adjacent paas of the Atlantic Ocean on their 
longdistancejowneys -whichexplains why no female whales orcalveseversuanded ontheDutch 
beaches. But the problem of why these animals lose their bearings at all has by no means been 
<~~nlplctcly ..rlvCd dne ~%pldnallon hl3111c. .I dc1c;tive bond .,Fen (prhdp5 cru\eJ h) illne\\, 
Hoa these !I ll.~lr.rarc~l1le I ~ . l i s ~  h) t J h t  uitil~lul \ufisnll)? iIsl~ll ihmee, i n D r c i ~ u r e r : n r , ~ ~ n ~ c d ~ d l l ~  - .  . , 
mysterious. Nor has the functionof thespermaceti in theanimal's head beensufficiently explained. 

During the past five centuries whales have turned from horrendous and ominous Leviathans 
into objects of commercial value and scientific interest. But it seems that several centuries of 
research have not succeeded in completely demystifying whales. 

Florike Egmond 
University of Amsterdam 

t3KOGGLR. J311 P ~ L ~ - ~ I < ~ C ~ ~ I ~ L . ~ ~ I ~ I S ~  E~trdp~~tut.,.  ..l .StltJ) oju P ~ ~ r t ! ~ ; u ~ ~ ~ ~  FI ; / I ~ ? I ~  C,I~;~?II,JI,~,. Osl%,. 
\<lruc:ln~ L'iu\,ersit! Prcrh: Th- Iintitute ILII C ~ , ~ ~ l p x i t t v c  Rerc.u,l~ In H~nrdn Culture 149 I. I5 I 
pp., maps, figures. 

?his book is a study of the fishermen and women of Nazare, a bustling port on the western coast 
of Portugal about 150 km. north of Lisbon. The beach of Nazare is well-known to both Portuguese 
and international tourists and the town of approximately 8,500 people has a lively economy and 
culture based on fishing and tourism. Fishermen living inland had, for centuries, fished from the 
beach and stored their gear in fragile wooden huts on the shore, but it was not until the mid-ninet- 
eenthcentury that they began to make permanent homes on the site of the present town. At the same 
time, the beach was discovered b y  the bourgeoisie of nearby towns and tourism has, since the 
beginning, been an integral part of the economic and social Life of Nazar6. Thus, for more than a 



century, two social classes have dominated life in Nazar6 -the tourist developers and their clientele 
and the fishing folk. Pre-Bureaucratic Europeans is based on fieldwork conducted in Nazar6 in 
1978-79 and during later visits between 1981 and 1983. 

There has been little written about the small locally-based fisheries of the Iberian peninsula and a 
study of Nazar6 wouid be an impolfant ethnographic case. Brggger's interest however, ties less in the 
social and economic organization of the Nazart? fishery than in his concern with how Nazaft? can 
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characterized b y  what he calls 'pre-modern' social relations evidenced by two particular practiei: 
continuing beliefs in the supernatural and the maintenance of mauifocal household arrangements. 

Despite his own cautionary note to anthropologists working in Europe about the imponance of 
history, Brggger seems to conklate history with social evolution for he views social relations in 
Nazart? as a relic - a survival -of medieval times. Anthropological research since the 1960s in 
developing societies has revealed the multilineatity of developmental processes and reaftinned 
notions of culture as process, culture as under continual contestation and negotiation, and culture 
as capable of embodying contradiction, conflict and irony. Brggger, however, chooses the ninet- 
eenth century Tinnies model that describes social change as a linear process of change from the 
close-knit community, the Gemeinschaft, to the large-scale cosmopolitan community, the Gesell- 
schaft. The world view of the Nazarenos is, according to Brogger, 'intact' Gemeinschaft (p. 13) 
andPre-BureaxraticEuro~eans isdevoted tooroving this. Brgeger linkshis work toNorbertElias' ~ ~ - -- 
concept of the 'civilizing process' explaining that he uses the term 'pre-bureaucratic' to describe 
the 'demeanour of authentic Nazarenos [which] would, by most middle class Europeans, be 
recognized as rustic ... In order to avoid the somewhat derogatory term rustic, we have chosen the 
term pre-bureauaatic to describe the non-urban style of behaviour which may still be observed in 
certain folk communities in Europe' (p. 46). According to Brggger, 'We may confidently assume 
that the manners, behaviour, and attitudes of the Nazareno indeed exemplify the rural European 
style of the pre-modernera' (p. 45). Brggger further argues his choice of the term 'pre-bureaucratic' 
by explaining that he is referring to how 'personal face-to-face relationships dominate everyday 
life ... to a degree which make the influence of modem market relations and bureaucracy insignifi- 
cant '(~. 13). Brggger chooses, then, not toelaborate thehistory anddevelopment of market relations 
and theeconomicsystem ofdomestic fisheriesproductioninNazar6. Hedoes notdiscuss thecentury 
of relations the fishing families have had with the state through taxation, licensing, military 
conscription, and the recruitment under Salazar of Nazareno fishermen for the state's Grand Banks 
cod fishing fleet. Nor does he discuss the impact of a century of male emigration from Nazar6 or 
of tourism. He mentions only peripherally theclass consciousness andsocioeconomic stratification 
of Nazar6. As a result, the town and its people are, as it were, frozen in time. As we recognize that 
there is clearly a fascinating story to be told, the reader becomes increasingly frusnated with what 
ultimately amounts to the homogenizingandexoticizingofthepeopleofthe townofNazar6fhrough 
the author's insistence on containing his rich ethnographic material within his consfraining 
theoretical objective to characterize Nazart? as a Gemeinschaft society. 

There is one chapter (22 pages) on the fishery. In a brief introductory discussion, Br0gger 
contrasts fishing and wasant societies and argues that, unlike peasants, domestic fisheries producers . . 
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numberof drawings. lhischapteralso describes theaewrenuimentprocessandrelationsbetween 
crew (camaradas) and skipper-owners (mestres), and provides an interesting discussion of the 
combination of skill, luck and charisma that defines a successful mesue. The remaining chapters 
of the book are devoted to arguing the case that Nazar6 represents aclassic Gemeinschaft and focus 
on the two practices that Brggger identifies as especially 'pre-modern': the maintenance of 
mauifocal households and beliefs in the supernatural. 

Relying on the workofEuropean family historians whomaintain that the nuclear family emerges 
and orevails in industrial societies. Braneer argues that in Nazar6 the familv svstem has retained , , 
'the communal character of the medieval European family' evidenced by what he refers to as 
'matrilineages' and 'matriarchies.' He describes the survival of what he calls the 'pre-modern 
communal family' in Nazart? as the result of 'female dominance': 'The reason why the Nazareno 
family has not foilowedthe general uendof modernizationseems to be female domi;ance5(p. 141). 
Brapeer describes how the women of Nazar6 are astute businesswomen both as fish vendors and - 
in their capitalization on oppomnities to rent rooms to tourists; how they develop and maintain 
strong ticwith their daughters through their shared work in these econo&c enterprises; and how 
men are marginalized from management roles in the household. Rather than analvse these women's - - 
roles within the local wntexl of the fishing economy and society and the long history of male 
emigration and seasond migration to the Grand Banks, Brggger, following the framework of 
historians, describes these roles as anachronistic. Yet the patterns of uxorilocal residence, female 
sibling vicinaliw, female dominance and economic auto"omy that he describes, far from being 
throwbacks to medieval communalism as he argues, have been found tocharacterize the households 
of such diverse and contemporary socio-economic conditions as the industrial working-class of 
East London. turd and urban Airican-American households, as well as the Caribbean and West 
African informal economies that are very much p m  of the new international division of labour. 
Closer to Nazar6, Lis6n Tolosana described uxorilocal residence and female inheritance panerns 
in fishing communities in Spanish Galicia; I have desciibed fishing households on the north coast 
o f ~ o m g a l  as 'women-centred'; and, Pina-Cabral has describedtheigricultural peasant households 
of northwestern Pomeal and the boureeois households of urban Pono as 'matrifocal.' Unformna- 
tely none of this literature is cited. 

Three chapters are devoted to supernatural beliefs about disease, misfomne and destiny (and 
in thc case of fishermen, luck). There is some fascinating material on the practices of white witches 
(bmas), all of whom are women, and in particular a detailed description of the cures and spirit 
wssession wrformances of one bruxa. These chaoters will be of interest to the inaeasine number 
bf anthropoiogists who are studying alternative &d New Age healing practices in Europe. Again, 
it is unfomnate that none of this literature is cited - especially the work of Pina-Cabral inPonugal. 
Where Brggger treats the survivial of white witches as anachronistic in Nazart? and likely to -- 
disappear as a wage economy becomes more viable, Pina-Cabral has described how important the 
brnxas continue to be amone both rural and urban. workine and middle classes in the Alto Minho 
of nonhwestern Ponugai. 

In conclusion, it is regrendble that the author did not choose to situate his study of Nazart? in the 
abundant and vibrant ethnographic literature of Portugal, Iberia, and Southern Europe - a field of 
anthropological endeavour that has burgeoned since the late 1970s. Doing so would have enabled 
the ethnographic data to come to life. The short bibliography, however, contains only one reference 
to a Pomguese article (that is unpublished) and only three references to southern European 
ethnography. And, as noted earlier, there are no references to the extensive comparative literame 
on fishing communities. 
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